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PETROWISE™
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

PetroWise™ - Virtual Learning Environment

PetroWise™
PetroWise™ is a virtual learning environment that allows the oil and gas industry to
learn in a state of the art virtual classroom. With a rapidly advancing industry, WPAG
has been engaged with all segments of the oil and gas industry to help with the
transition and improve competencies in an efficient and cost effective manner. Due to
rapid changes, the industry must improve employee competencies to keep pace. WPAG
is supporting and leading this charge with 70% of our focus on industry development as
well as providing training and NEW Certification Programs to the industry. Our virtual
classroom training is provided directly to the companies, eliminating the need to travel. It
is an online learning environment with an interactive classroom using the latest
technologies allowing participants to communicate with instructor, view presentations,
interact with other participants, and engage with resources in work groups, to include using whiteboards,
notepads, live discussions, video streams and much more. The design is superior to traditional teaching
with more interaction and security.
PetroWise™ Success
PetroWise™ has been utilized in the following Regions: Africa, Asia Pacific, Americas, Europe, Middle
East, and Oceania, which include more than 110 Countries and utilized by the International, National and
State Owned Oil Companies and Service Providers. Our new Virtual Training has received raving reviews,
testifying to the quality of the learning experience while cutting training cost by more than 60%. WPAG
has invested heavily in our technology and Virtual Programs, ensuring all of them meet the accreditation
bodies requirements that we are aligned to IACET. Our online programs carry the same accreditation as
our classroom and upon successful completion of the program, each participant receives a unique
Registered Professional Number and their professional credentials which are recognized around the globe.
PetroWise™ INSTRUCTORS
WPAG only utilizes degreed, competent and certified Instructors with the experience in the Oil and Gas
Industry. Our instructors teach in the private and public sectors to include teaching at major universities
and who are supported by our Master Educators who carry Master degrees in education and have been
certified as teachers with more than a decade of experience teaching in the public education sector.
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PetroWise™ - Virtual Learning Environment

Advantages











Increased knowledge without the extra expense of travel costs
Full interactive virtual learning
Simultaneously multimedia (7 interactive panes) with trainee personalization
Fosters active participation and learning
Practical application via group break out rooms
Free training and on the system prior to the start of the virtual course
Live instructor throughout the entire learning event
All the tools you need at your finger tips
All courses, exams, participation and practical applications are fully traceable
Classes include Operators, Service Providers and other experts from multiple countries all interacting as
if you are setting together in a class room.

All official courses offered by WPAG are available through PetroWise™
Virtual Learning Tools
There are 7 panes in the learning environment to enhance interaction.





Video streaming
Mapping, surveys, image gallery
Participant roster
Document attachments

 Documents for viewing (PPT)
 Whiteboard: brainstorming and collaboration
 Chat window & Note Pads

Certified instructors teach the materials and interact with participants throughout the learning experience.
Certified PetroWise™ Advisors monitoring and support the courses.
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